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Abstract. A new hybrid Engineering Wood Encased Concrete-Steel
(EWECS) structural system is developed in Japan to solve the limitation of
story number for wooden structure. In this structural system, the EWECS
column consist of concrete encased steel (CES) core and wood panel as a
column cover. An experimental study has been done to investigate the
seismic performance of the EWECS column, which is compared with CES
column without concrete cover. The main parameter is the presence of
wood panel. In order to validate the experimental results, a 3D finite
element (FE) model is built by using ANSYS APDL v.14. The FE results
indicate that FE EWECS column model has excellent performance, which
has a stable spindle-shape hysteresis loops. The presence of wood panel
contributes to improve the maximum flexural capacity of the EWECS
column about 13%. In addition, the stress distribution on the FE models
has good correlation with failure mode of the EWECS column specimens.
Generally, the numerical results are able to accurately simulate the seismic
behaviour of the EWECS column on test results.

1 Introduction
It has been known that steel reinforced concrete (SRC) structures are typical composite
structural systems which have excellent earthquake resistance with high capacities and
deformability. However, some disadvantages are found in SRC structures, especially in
difficulty to construct both steel section and reinforced concrete. Concrete encased steel
(CES) structure consisting of only steel section and concrete is proposed by Kuramoto to
overcome these problems [1]. Some experimental studies have been carried out on CES
columns subjected to both axial and cyclic loads. The results showed that the CES columns
have excellent seismic behaviour.
Based on the SRC and CES ideologies, a new hybrid engineering wood encased
concrete-steel (EWECS) structural system is developed for low to high seismic zones. This
new composite structural system overcomes the limitation of the number of stories for
wooden structures. In this structural system, the EWECS column consist of concrete
encased steel (CES) core and wood panel as a column cover. Both economical and
structural benefits are realized due to the use of wood panel as column cover. The wood
panel acts directly as forming for the composite column during construction, decrease the
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labor and materials needed, and consequently reduce the construction cost. From the
structural point of view, the wood panel contribute to provide core confinement and
resistance to bending moment, shear force, and column buckling [2,3].
An experimental study on the performance of EWECS composite columns subjected to
both constant axial and cyclic loads has been done by one of the authors [2] with the main
parameter is the presence of wood panel. In this experimental study, the EWECS column is
compared with the CES column without concrete cover (the core of EWECS column) in
order to investigate the seismic behaviour of EWECS column and the contribution of wood
panel on the EWECS column. The performance of both columns is evaluated in terms of
hysteresis loops and failure modes.
In order to validate the experimental results, a tridimensional finite element model by
using ANSYS APDL v14.0 [4] is developed. This software is a comprehensive generalpurpose finite element computer program that contains over 100000 lines of code that very
powerful and impressive to be used to solve a variety of problems [5]. ANSYS is capable of
performing static analysis that suitable for the current task. The developed model takes into
consideration the nonlinear behaviour of material.

2 The geometry of 3D finite element models
All the specimens have a column with 1600 mm height. The column section of EWECS
column is 400 mm2, while that of CES core is 300 mm2. The EWECS column is covered by
a wood panel with a thickness of 45 mm, while its core section is same as that of CES core
column, as shown in Fig. 1. Steel encased in each column has a cross section combining
two H-section steels of 300x150x6.5x9 mm.

Fig. 1. Details of test specimen of CES core and EWECS composite columns
(P1 = axial constant load, P2 = lateral cyclic load)

The FE models are developed to accurately represent the geometrical configuration and
dimensions of the test specimens. The CES core and EWECS composite columns are
modelled as illustrated in Fig. 2. The concrete, steel, and wood panels are modelled as
block and solid cube with an equivalent length representing the total area of specimens.
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Fig. 2. The FE model of CES core and EWECS composite column models

3 Types of element
Two types of elements are used in the modeling of steel H-section, concrete, and wood
panel. ANSYS solid element, SOLID185, is used to modeling steel section and wood panel,
while SOLID65 is used to modeling concrete of the EWECS column. The SOLID185 and
SOLID65 elements are a 3D hexahedral element defined by eight nodes as shown in Fig. 3.
These elements have three translational degrees of freedom at each node in the nodal x, y,
and z directions. The SOLID185 element has capability of plastic deformation, hyper
elasticity, stress stiffening, creep, large deflection, and large strain. The most important
aspect of SOLID65 element is the treatment of nonlinear material properties. The element
has the capability of plastic deformation, creep, cracking in three orthogonal directions, and
crushing in compression [4].
The FE model in this study is considered perfectly-bonded for material interface
between steel and concrete [6], while the unbonded for material interface between wood
and concrete that performed by slightly reducing the constitutive model of the materials.
This assumption is applied because bonded and unbonded between adjacent materials
(wood and concrete) do not much influence for flexural capacities of the columns in the
experimental results (the comparison of seismic behaviour between EWECS Column with
and without shear studs) [7].

Fig. 3. Solid185 and Solid65 ANSYS Element [4]
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4 Material properties, meshing, boundary conditions, and loads
4.1 Material properties
4.1.1 Concrete
The compressive strength of concrete used in both specimens is 35 MPa. A peak concrete
strain 0.0025 is used in the analysis. Fig. 4(a) presents the tensile stress–strain curve used
for the concrete. The stress-strain relationship in the rising region is designed on the model
developed by Saenz [8], which is built in the program. The tensile relaxation (softening) is
presented by a sudden reduction of the tensile strength to 0.6fr upon reaching the tensile
cracking strain εcr. After this point, the tensile response decreases linearly to zero stress at a
strain 6εcr as shown in Fig. 4(b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. Idealized (a) compression and (b) tensile stress–strain curve for concrete

Additional concrete material data, such as the shear transfer coefficient βt for open
cracks and βc for closed cracks are also needed for the concrete constitutive material data
table. The shear transfer coefficients βt and βc control the amount of shear transfer across
the cracks. Typical shear transfer coefficients range from 0.0 to 1.0, with 0.0 represents a
smooth crack (complete loss of shear transfer) and 1.0 represents a rough crack (no loss of
shear transfer). A shear transfer model developed by Al-Mahaidi [9] is included in the
analysis, with value 0.75 and 0.9 is used in the FE model for βt and βc, respectively. The
fracture criterion of concrete is applied by adopting the five parameter model of WilliamWarnke [10].
4.1.2 Steel
The yield strength of steel used in each models are 412.5 and 453 MPa for flange and web
steel, respectively. The constitutive model of the steel used in this study is a perfectly
elastic-plastic criterion [11]. At first, this curve is elastic, then it is assumed to be perfectly
plastic (bilinear isotropic model), as shown in Fig. 5(a). This curve is suitable for
representing stress-strain characteristics of normal and high quality steel section. Poisson's
ratio is assumed 0.3 for this study.
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4.1.3 Wood Panel
The compressive strength and modulus elasticity of wood are 36.5 MPa and 10500 MPa,
respectively. For the design allow the force to be applied in the direction parallel to the
annual growth ring of the wood, some existing concrete models built in the program by
many researchers might be used in the analysis with some modifications [12]. Stress-strain
relationship is modeled by linearly increasing model with slightly reduction (5%), as shown
in Fig. 5(b). The fracture criterion of wood is adopted by following the rule of the five
parameter model of William-Warnke [10] for concrete with the input of wood material
characteristic. The maximum tensile strength of the wood panel during the analysis is taken
as 5 MPa. This value is taken into consideration the lower tensile strength in the direction
perpendicular to the grain. To account for shear stiffness reduction by shear crack
deformation, the shear transfer model for concrete developed by Al-Mahaidi [9] is included
by using modified shear transfer coefficient βc 0.35 for wood.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Tensile stress–strain curves for (a) steel and (b) wood panel

4.2 Meshing
The mesh density is chosen so that the elements aspect ratio is nearly equal to one. This
provided adequate accuracy and fair computational time in modelling the composite
columns. The total numbers of element used are 3995 and 5095 elements for CES core and
EWECS, respectively. This is an adequate refinement for the constructed the 3D FE
models.
4.3 Boundary Conditions
In the FE models, the boundary conditions are as follows: An anchor plate/ stub
(700.700.400 mm) is used in the model at the top and bottom of the column. Fixed at the
bottom of the column and roller supported at the top of the column as shown in Fig. 6(a).
Nodes at the bottom of the column are restrained in all translational degrees of freedom,
and the top of the column is restrained in the vertical y direction. The lateral y direction is
restrained since the column prevent any displacement in this direction. The nodes at the two
edge lines of the column are coupled in the vertical y direction to ensure all the nodes
associated with this line move together. The nodes located at the middle face of the column
along the direction of the applied displacement are coupled in the horizontal x direction. It
should be noted that the boundary conditions are the same for all loading cycles.
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4.4 Loads
The loading is applied in the model as follows:
- Constant axial load, approximately 770 kN are applied to the top face columns. This is
represented in the FE model by applying a point pressure 1.1 kN on the upper elements
(steel plate) of a total nodal area 717.
- The lateral loading history for the model is based on story drift and is the one
recommended for use in the experimental program [3]. This is represented in the finite
element model by applying the displacement in cycles of loading and unloading at the top
edge of the column. The incremental loading cycles are controlled by story drift, R. The
lateral load sequence consists of one cycle to each story drift, R 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, 3 and 4%
followed by half cycle to R 5%, as shown in Fig. 6(b). It should be noted that the story
drift is equal to the applied lateral displacement at the top of the column face divided by
the height of column.

Restrictions of
displacements
on y-direction
Restrictions of
displacements on x,
y, and z directions

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. (a) Boundary conditions, (b) Lateral cyclic load applied in the FE model

The applied cyclic displacements are divided into a series of increments called load
steps and load substeps. At the end of each incremental solution, the program adjusts the
stiffness matrix of the model before proceeding to the next incremental load step in order to
reflect the nonlinear changes in the model’s structural stiffness. To predict and control load
step size increments, the automatic time stepping option is turned on in this study. The
model stiffness is updated in ANSYS by Newton–Raphson equilibrium iterations [13].

5 Result and discussions
5.1 Hysteresis Characteristics
The experimental lateral load-displacement (hysteresis) loops for the CES core and
EWECS columns are compared with those obtained from the FE analysis for the entire
loading history as shown in Fig. 7. The figure shows that the analytical results for story
shear versus story drift of the specimens showed a good agreement with the test results.
Both the specimens and models showed ductile and stable spindle-shaped hysteresis loops.
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CES Core

EWECS

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Comparison between numerical and experimental result of story shear and story drift response
of (a) CES and (b) EWECS composite columns

From the FE model, the maximum lateral shear force for CES core column is 541 kN
obtained at R 5%. This is approximately 5.4% higher than the results obtained from the
experimental (513 kN). It is clear from Fig. 7(a) that the FE and experimental results are
almost the same in each stage of cyclic loading. The different percentage of lateral shear
force in each stage of loading cycles between the FE analysis and the experimental results
is around 5.5%. The maximum shear force for EWECS column is 628 kN at R 5% from the
FE analysis, which is 9.1% higher than the experimentally obtained data (573 kN) at R 4%.
The FE model behaved less dissipated energy in the last stages of loading cycles than the
experimental tested, as seen in Fig. 7(b). The different percentage of lateral shear force in
each stage of loading cycles between the FE analysis and the experimental results is around
8.4%. The difference between the FE and experimental results can be attributed to mesh
refinement, idealized boundary conditions, material nonlinearity, and the specified
coefficient of friction between contact surfaces at the material interface of the column.
5.2 Failure modes

Crush at flexure
Numerical
Study

Experimental
Study

Local
Buckling

Fig. 8. Comparison of failure patterns on CES core column at R 5% between experimental and
numerical studies

Both in the experimental specimen and FE model, flexural cracks in the concrete of CES
core appeared to both top and bottom of the column at R 0.5%. Subsequently, the cracks
extended at the corners of the column with an increase of the story drift. The crushing of
the concrete is found at the corners of both top and bottom parts of the column, and the
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buckling of the steel flange is observed at the west side in the bottom part of the column, as
shown in Fig. 8.
Up to a story drift, R 3%, no damage is observed at the EWECS specimen faces. The
wood panel buckled outward, and finally the cracks in the wood panel occurred at the
corners of the column at R 5%. Extracting the wood panel after testing, it is observed that
the in-filled concrete had crushed in flexure at both top and bottom of the column, and there
is no local buckling occurred at the encased steel. This failure mechanism is also observed
in the FE model, as seen in the Fig. 9.
Experimental
Study

Numerical
Study

Buckled
outward

Crush at
flexure

No local
buckling

Fig. 9. Comparison of failure patterns on EWECS column at R of 5% between experimental and
numerical studies

5.3 Principal Stress Distribution
The stress and strain in the material element are also analysed to validate the FE models. A
principal strain 0.002 is reachead in the encased steel of CES and EWECS models at story
drift 0.51% and 0.55%, respectively, as indicated that the steel has first yield in red in Fig.
10. The first yield in the corner region both top and bottom of the steel during experimental
specimens are at R 0.88% and 0.76%, respectively. These results indicated that the FE
model satisfactory portrayed the behaviour of the columns.
Both CES and EWECS models, first crack in the concrete occurs at the story drift 0.4%
and 0.55% in the field zone of FE model, indicated by maximum principal stress (tensile) is
greater than the tensile strength of concrete (1.8 MPa) as shown inside the oval shape in
Fig. 11. These cracks spread on the strut area along the horizontal direction. The principal
shear stress in the wood panel of the FE model inside the oval shape in the Fig. 9 shows
that cracks occurred on the panel at a shear stress of approximately 8 MPa (maximum shear
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force) in the location where the panel is assembled together by using wood glue. The
tangential shear strength of the normal wood suggested by Calderoni [14] is average 7.44
MPa. The crack occurring at this location might be attributable to the weak shear strength
of the connection using wood glue during construction of the specimens. Cracks also
formed at the opposite side of the column, and propagated along the column height.
EWECS

CES Core

Fig. 10. Principal strain in the encased steel of CES core and EWECS columns at first yielding
EWECS

CES Core

Fig. 11. Principal stress in the concrete of CES core and EWECS columns at first crack

6 Conclusions
Based on the study presented here, the following conclusions can be drawn:
1.

The hysteresis loops from the FE analysis have a stable spindle-shape, which
correlated fairly well with experimental results. Good correlation exists in all stages of
cycling loading. The different percentage of lateral shear force in each stage of
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loading cycles between the FEA and the experimental results are around 8.4% and
5.5% for EWECS and CES core columns, respectively.
FE analysis results show that the wood panel contributes to flexural capacity of
EWECS column until large story drift, R 5%, although the cracks in the wood occured
after R 3%. The wood panel contributes to improve the maximum flexural capacity
about 13%.
The stress distribution on the FE models well represents the failure mode of the CES
core and EWECS column specimens.
Generally, the numerical results are able to accurately simulate the seismic behaviour
of the EWECS composite columns on experimental study.
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